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Timely Economic Forecasts and Analysis.
 Get email updates from RBC Economics


Featured Insight
  Bumpy recovery for Canada’s housing market
Forward Guidance

 For the week of March 18, 2024


Economic Updates
 See all Economic Updates
Another downside surprise in Canadian February CPI
March 19, 2024
Building on the January CPI report that was already showing broad-based easing in price pressures in Canada, the February report today reaffirmed those trends.
 Read Report
Canada’s debt servicing ratio held steady despite massive accumulation in new consumer credit
March 13, 2024
Household debt levels continued to rise in Q4, but an appreciation in household disposable income meant Canada’s debt servicing ratio held steady.
 Read Report
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RBC Canadian Inflation Watch
March 19, 2024
RBC Economics provides an analysis of the key indicators on price trends in Canada.




 

 

RBC Consumer Spending Tracker
March 14, 2024
RBC Economics provides a snapshot and an analysis of Canadian consumer spending.




 

 

Proof Point: Canadian renters face higher hurdles to accumulating wealth than homeowners
March 14, 2024
Canadian renters are getting squeezed more than homeowners, making home ownership an even more distant dream.




 

 

RBC U.S. Inflation Watch
March 12, 2024
RBC Economics provides a monthly analysis of the key indicators on price trends in the United States.




 

 

The 10-Minute Take
March 6, 2024
On this episode of the 10-Minute Take, we welcome back Rachel Battaglia, to unpack the new federal international student policy and explain whether it will have an impact on rental demand (and prices) going forward.




 

 

Proof Point: Weak productivity is threatening Canada’s post-pandemic wage growth
February 28, 2024
Canadian wage growth has been unusually high, but looks more modest when measured against surging inflation and relative to acute labour shortages earlier in the pandemic recovery.
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Bumpy recovery for Canada’s housing market
March 18, 2024
February offered valuable clues on the direction Canada’s housing market is taking. Improving sentiment among buyers and sellers—no doubt stoked by growing expectations




 

 

Reality check: Canada’s housing market isn’t out of the woods yet
March 8, 2024
Anyone expecting smooth sailing ahead for the housing market got a reality check in February. Month-to-month drops in home resales in several of Canada’s major markets were a reminder that very challenging affordability conditions




 

 

End of the correction? Canada’s housing market is warming up
February 14, 2024
Home resales in Canada increased for the second month in a row in January, rising 3.7% from December. Resales are back up to where they were last summer including the December advance.




 

 

Early signs of a housing market upturn emerge across Canada
February 7, 2024
January marked the second consecutive month residential transactions increased in major markets across Canada. The uptick seen in early results...




 

 

It’s never been harder to rent in Canada—vacancy rates fall to 35-year low
February 1, 2024
Policy action supporting a supply-side boost will be crucial to bringing the market closer to a balance given strong demand side pressures.




 

 

Canada's housing market outlook: A tale of two halves in 2024
January 29, 2024
Interest rates will continue to dictate the outcome of Canada’s housing market in 2024. We expect slow activity and softening prices in the early part of the year as the Bank of Canada keeps its policy rate high.
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Canadian economic slowdown is not over
March 12, 2024
The Canadian economy is still slowing as the lagged impact of earlier interest rate increases materialize. Gross domestic product edged...




 

 

U.S. outperformance continues but no sunshine yet for the Canadian economy
March 12, 2024
Resilience in the U.S. continues to buoy investors’ spirits. Conditions also look to have already bottomed out in the euro area and U.K. In Canada, things are much less upbeat.




 

 

New rules
February 7, 2024
How will the rest of this current rate cycle from the BoC compare with previous ones? In short, we expect more things to differ than to stay the same.




 

 
Ordinary pain
January 9, 2024
Fed willingness to talk about interest rate cuts sent markets rallying to close out 2023.




 

 
Special edition - keeping an eye on Canada’s credit rating
December 12, 2023
A softening economic growth backdrop has left central banks in Canada, the Euro Area, and the U.K. on hold.




 

 
Hitting tipping points
December 12, 2023
The global economic growth backdrop has continued to slow as the lagged impact of aggressive central bank interest rate hikes continue to build alongside a continued squeeze on household purchasing power from the earlier rise in food and energy prices.
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Quebec Budget 2024: Red ink as far as the eye can see as deficit hits record
March 13, 2024
Quebec expects deeper budget deficits over the next six years and delays plan to return to a balance to 2029-2030.




 

 

Canadian economic slowdown is not over
March 12, 2024
The Canadian economy is still slowing as the lagged impact of earlier interest rate increases materialize. Gross domestic product edged...




 

 

Prince Edward Island Budget 2024: Affordability and healthcare remain priorities
March 1, 2024
E.I. deficit to linger around the year-ago level ($86 million) in fiscal 2024-25 with no plans for balance over the fiscal planning horizon.




 

 
Alberta Budget 2024: Keeps fiscal surplus and lowest provincial debt burden
March 1, 2024
Alberta’s government announced its fourth consecutive budget surplus, predicting $367 million in fiscal 2024-25.




 

 
Nova Scotia Budget 2024:  More investment in healthcare at the expense of fiscal health
March 1, 2024
Nova Scotia is expected to run a $467 million deficit in fiscal 2024-25 after surprising with a balanced budget in 2023-24.




 

 
B.C. Budget 2024:  Projected deficit doubles from 2023 as spending is prioritized
February 23, 2024
New rebates and tax credits prevent revenue from surpassing the fiscal 2022-23 level ($82 billion), driving a wedge between revenue and expenditure.
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